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Abstract. The growing e-commerce businesses in Indonesia brought challenges
in the value-chain strategies. The business playerswere currently facing the expen-
sive logistics cost and complicated administrative procedure. There’s an urgency to
develop the integrated information system to reduce these barriers. This study was
focus on developing a web-based e-fulfillment services information system called
MyStore2Go. This system allowed the management to make a business decision
making inmore simple way. It also allowed to have an update data and information
that were needed in business process. Documentation of all data and information
was provided for further system development. Meanwhile, the designing of the
model followed the Rapid Application Development framework. MyStore2Go
built a web-based information system that can be accessed quickly and easily
using internet. The information system was built using the Laravel framework,
Bootstrap, and MySQL. The web application is ready to use and has been built in
accordance with the stakeholder’s requirements.
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1 Introduction

E-commerce businesses was growing rapidly in Indonesia during the Covid-19 pan-
demic. The growth was aligned with the increasing number of online shoppers spending
[1] who more than 50% of them doing the online transaction once a week [2]. The posi-
tive trend of e-commerce business opened huge opportunity for the companies that were
be able to offer the integrated fulfilment services at the cheaper and affordable prices.
The research of [3] showed that the main problem for the e-commerce business players
was the expensive logistic costs and complicated supporting logistic infrastructure.
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The growing of ICT infrastructure in Indonesia support the development of informa-
tion system application in various of businesses [4]. The implementation of fulfilment
services information system was expected to overcome the barriers in the logistic activ-
ities and provide an alternative solution as the information system strengthens corporate
decision making processes [5]. Store2Go was an online sales platform with the main
objective to support the SmallMediumEnterprise businesses. The platform integrated all
the online activities in market place and social commerce and supported with the expe-
rienced fulfilment and logistics services. The stakeholders of Store2Go found that some
business processes were still conducted in manually. The management had difficulties in
getting real and update customer information related with the financial issues and sales
transaction. Therefore, the company decided to designed and develop new integrated
e-fulfillment services called MyStore2Go. MyStore2Go was a web-based information
system in which the users had access into detail customer database.

MyStore2Go was developed as an integrated information system based on website
and application. This system was easily accessible through internet. The development of
the system itself using Rapid Application Development (RAD) [6]. RAD was a strate-
gically cycle to obtain the shorter, simplify, speedy system with the more stable and
understandable [7].

2 Literature Review

A. E-Fulfillment Services

The basic process of the fulfillment services in the e-commerce businesses is the
receipt of products ordered from suppliers through an internet store to the warehouse, in
which the products are then stored. E-fulfillment services relatedwith the comprehensive
value chain started out from shopping for to selling, helps record goods in thewarehouse,
facilitate the financial transaction [8] to get on-time to the right customers at the right
conditions [9]. Therefore, the process itself covered some important activities included:
the process of receiving the goods, storing in the warehouse, processing or packaging,
shipping, delivering to customers and returns if any [10].

B. Rapid Application Development (RAD)

Rapid application development was a software development approach that use effi-
cient resources by initiating a prototyping method when introducing the product [11].
This prototype was able to cover some needed functions or features. RAD approach
was expected to have proper and faster output with focused more on the adaptability of
development workflow itself. The RAD model required more data gathering from vari-
ous related stakeholders to pinpoint the features that really needed from a given product.
There are significant stages in the RAD process includes building, designing, analysis,
and the testing phase. Business modeling as the first stage in a RAD model required
data collection to form useful description from different business-related sources. Data
modeling was the next step in the RAD process to put all the information with accurate
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description. In the process modeling, all the data that was collected in Data Modeling
stage is converted to useful information. Therefore, during this stage, it’s allowed to
make changing necessary information such as: adding, removing or changing the data
objects. All the data that has been collected further coded and converted in the proto-
types in the coding phase called application generator. The last stage was testing stage
in which all models were evaluated and examine to avoid any problems.

C. Laravel

Laravel is a framework that widely used in designing website and applications. The
framework itself was written in the programming language called Hypertext Prepro-
cessor (PHP). Laravel is a tool that consists of various types of programming tool and
provide some easy tasks that mostly used in the web development project [12]. The tasks
including: making authentic following programs, routing, periods and buffering [13] and
assists in developing the application faster without losing its functionality.

D. MySQL

MySQL was a database that connected PHP script using the same query command
and escape character in PHP.MySQL is a database server inwhich all datawas processing
in the server and user only send or change the data. The system could be accessed anytime
and anywhere as long as the computer connected to the server. Meanwhile, PHP itself
was defined as a powerful server-side programming language that mostly used to make
dynamic and interactive website [14].

3 Research Method

A. Data Collection

MyStore2Go integrated information system was developed based on the direct
observation and interview with the stakeholders and users, including the Board of
Management, the Finance and Marketing Department.

B. MyStore2Go System Development

There’re five important stages in developing the system followed theRADframework
[6].

C. Analyze and Design MyStore2Go System

In the early stage, all information and data were obtained to get more understanding
regarding the current business process, the urgency and the needs in using the system.
The system was expected to replace the manual existing system that are costly and
wasting time. The use case diagram, sitemap, and database schema was the result in the
system design stage.
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D. User-Interface MyStore2Go Development

User-Interface was developed based on the analysis in the previous stage, public
interface and CMS. The user-interface was developed using Bootstrap.

E. Implementation of MyStore2Go System

The implementation of database design, functional system and interface used the
framework of PHP Laravel [12] and MySQL [14].

F. Testing and Evaluation of MyStore2Go System

The next stage after the information system development was testing of the system
functionality. The testing activities were conducting to ensure that the program fulfill
the requirements as expected. Therefore, the testing stages needs the confirmation and
involvement of the stakeholders. The corrective necessary actionwill be taken in handling
the mistake and risk while using the system.

G. Documentation of MyStore2Go System

Documentation was the important last stage in the system development. Documenta-
tion of the systemwas used as a guidance both for the users and developer in maintaining
and upgrading the system in the future. Removing the documentation process would
bring the risk in losing the company necessary data and information [15].

4 Results and Discussion

A. Analyze and Design MyStore2Go System

Based on the interview with the related stakeholders, the main problem that the
company facing was the absence of the information system that could be accessible
anytime and anywhere. Currently, all data and information related with the customers
was inputmanually. There’s an urgency to have amore integrated information system that
can provide detailed customer information, included: financial performance, behavior,
transaction sales and business prospect in the future.

Therefore, before the systemwas developed, the various diagramswere created, such
as: use case diagram, sitemap, and database schema. The system itself consists into two
main parts, namely: public website and content management system (CMS).

1) Sitemap Website CMS MyStore2Go

Website CMS MyStore2Go was built from accessible various menu, as it shown in
Fig. 1.

2) Database Schema MyStore2Go

Figure 2 showed the database scheme as the output of database design. There’re four
tables that could be used to developed the MyStore2Go information system.
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Fig. 1. Sitemap Website CMS

Fig. 2. Database Schema

3) Use case Diagram

Website CMS was used to manage all the database easily in which the user did not
need to access directly at the provided database. In this stage of system development,
the data management would be handled by Administrator. There’re two kind of users
in the CMS: Administrator and Superadministator, who each person had an exclusive
access rights that can be explained in Fig. 3.

B. User-Interface MyStore2Go Development

The next step was the designing and developing the system user-interface in each
page.

1) Login Page

The user must login before able to access the dashboard of My Store2Go website.
The login page ensures that only users who had full-authorization were able to use the
application. Figure 4 was the user-interface of the first page in MyStore2Go when the
user access the website.
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Fig. 3. Use case diagram

Fig. 4. Login Page

2) Dashboard Page

After successfully login into the website, the user would continue to access the
dashboard page which consists the summary of the total users who are successfully
registered in the My Store2Go mobile. The front-end program was created to manage
the content related with the summary number of the registered users (Figs. 5 and 6).
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Fig. 5. Dashboard Page

Fig. 6. Program of Dashboard Page

3) User Page

The complete information of list users who are successfully registered in the system
would be shown in the user page. User page feature also allowed the user to change its
active status (Figs. 7 and 8).
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Fig. 7. User Page

Fig. 8. Program of User Page
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Fig. 9. Content – Home Page

4) Content – Home Page

This feature allowed the user to add, manage position and delete or remove the list
banner that was listed in the home page at the My Store2Go application. Users were also
allowed to change the paragraph content of the home page (Figs. 9 and 10).

5) Content – About Us Page

This feature gave the permission for the user to manage the content of about us page
in the My Store2Go application mobile. In addition, the program in the content-about us
page allowed the user to change the master head banner and content (Figs. 11 and 12).

6) Profile Page

Users were able to take a look at the profile and change the password (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 10. The Program of Content – Home Page
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Fig. 11. Content – About Us Page

C. 4.3. Implementation

The implementation of the MyStore2Go system used the approach of framework
Laravel [12] and MySQL database [14].

D. Testing and Evaluation

The testing activities in using the systemwas conducted to ensure the normal process
of the systemaswell as the system functionalitywas runningwell. The evaluation process
also ensure that the system fulfill the stakeholder’s needs and requirements.

E. Documentation

The documentation covered some important information, such as: sitemap, use case
diagram, system functionality and user guide. The documented information was very
useful to educate the users in accessing the MyStore2Go system.

F. Conclusion and Future Works

The integrated web-based MyStore2Go was successfully developed to manage the
customer data base in more simple and efficient. The system consists two main parts,
including: public website and CMS to manage the data. This application was developed
using the PHP program language with Laravel framework and MySQL database. The
design of MyStore2Go program was dynamic to open further development in the future
to become the integrated e-fulfillment services platforms that can bring alternative solu-
tion in providing the distribution and logistics activities to end-user, including: storing,
packaging and delivering the products or services [16].

This study suggested some further recommendation:

1. Additional features to add other administrative and in the same time implementing
access control list features.

2. Additional features to manage top features that was available in about us page in the
mobile application Store2Go.

3. Enriching the e-fulfillment services MyStore2Go into the mobile application.
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Fig. 12. The Program of Content – About Us Page
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Fig. 13. Profile Page
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